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ImageSwapper plug-in for InDesign Ships
Published on 02/24/07
XChange International, the source for extended technology worldwide, are pleased to
announce the release of the new ImageSwapper plug-in. ImageSwapper is a flexible and
time-saving plug-in which streamlines the process of replacing low resolution,
for-placement-only (FPO) images with their high resolution counterparts.
XChange International, the source for extended technology worldwide, are pleased to
announce the release of the new ImageSwapper plug-in. ImageSwapper is a flexible and
time-saving plug-in which streamlines the process of replacing low resolution,
for-placement-only (FPO) images with their high resolution counterparts and conveniently
works with any image type supported by Adobe InDesign including TIFF, JPEG and PDF file
formats.
Developed in close collaboration with production departments at a number of major
magazines, ImageSwapper has been optimised to be an effective and time-saving production
tool. ImageSwapper is designed to allow production specialists to replace all the images
in a document with a single editing session, and has many features to save time and
increase efficiency.
The user selects two points on both the original and replacement image, and with that
information ImageSwapper will automatically calculate how much the replacement image
should be rotated and scaled, while offering the option to manually override any setting.
It features a single, straightforward dialog and offers numerous features that enable
fast, precise, seamless replacement of low-res images.
Users are provided visual tools to quickly set up an image swap, then fine tune changes
with ImageSwapper's manual controls. ImageSwapper allows users to separately enable,
disable, and override scale and rotation amounts, and it will also allow for setting of
minimum thresholds.
Features:
- Simple and effective — Choose two points on the original image and the same two points
on the replacement image, and ImageSwapper will calculate the exact rotation and scaling
necessary.
- Built for production speed — Replace all images in a document in a single sitting.
ImageSwapper is loaded with features to save time and increase efficiency.
- Built for precision control — Use the visual tools to quickly set up an image swap,
then fine tune changes with ImageSwapper’s manual controls. ImageSwapper allows users to
separately enable, disable, and override scale and rotation amounts, and will also let
users set minimum thresholds.
ImageSwapper is ideal for any publication that frequently swaps low-resolution images for
high-resolution replacements.
ImageSwapper is available now through XChange International. To order, or for more
information, users can visit www.xchangeuk.com, or call on +44(0)20 7490 4455 during UK
business hours. Email address is info@xchangeuk.com.
http://www.xchangeuk.com/vstore/store/detail/IMSWPI100M01:
http://www.xchangeuk.com/vstore/store/detail/IMSWPI100M01
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XChange are a leading supplier of desktop graphic and publishing applications,
QuarkXTension® technology; Adobe InDesign®, Acrobat® and Photoshop® Plug-ins® and
other design and publishing utilities. XChange offer extended technology products from
across the world specific to the graphic design, print and publishing industries and make
them available to an extensive user base via their printed catalogue or online at their
web site. The company are headquartered in Central London.
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